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( )verview
The goal of the Garlic [1] project is to build a multimedia
inform;ition
system capable of integr:iting data that resides in
d:itiibase systems as well as in a variety of non-datadifferent
base d:ita servers. This integration
must be enabled while
maintaining the independence of the data servers, :ind without
creating copies of their data. “Multimedia”
should be interpreted broadly to mean not only images, video, and :iudlo. hut
:ilso rext and applic:ttion specific data types (e. g.. CAD drawings, medical
objects, . ..). Since much of this data is naturally
modeled by objects, Garlic provides an object-oriented
schema to applications, interprets object queries, creates execution plans for sending pieces of queries to the appropriate
data servers, and assembles query results for delivery back to
the applications. A significant focus of the project is support
for “intelligent”
data servers, i.e., servers that provide mediaspecitic indexing and query capabilities [2]. Damb,aw optimization technology is being extended to deal with heterogeneous collections of datzz servers so that efficient ckzta access
plans can be employed for multi-repository
queries.
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:icross the different repositories and fills in for those repositories that have limited query processing power. For example. a multimedi:i
query m:iy involve imiiges :IS well :is
relational parametric data that describe the images. Gwlic
will dispatch the rekitional predicates to the DB2 repository,
the im:ige predic:ites to the QBIC repository, and integr:ite
their responses to form the end result of the query.
PESTO is used to browse xnd query the Gadic datab:ise,
Objects (including collections) are represented by interconflected daui windows, with the :ittributes for an obJect contained in :i window. An impmwant feature of [he query/
browser is its synchronous browse c:ipability — as :i user
scrolls through a top level window, the child windows are
autom:itically
upd:ited. At any point in the browse session.
the user may ask a query at any level of nesting. PESTO”S
query model is known as querv-in-plucc
— query predicates are entered in the same fields :is those th:it were
brought up for the browse session, and upon execution of
the query. the user is returned to the browse st:ite to view
the results of the query.

A prototype of the Garlic system has been oper:itional since
J:inuary 1995. Queries are expressed in an SQL-like query
language that has been extended to include object-oriental
features such as reference-valued attributes ,~d nested sets. In
addition to a C++ API, Garlic supports :i novel query/browser
interf[ice called PESTO [3]. This component of Garlic provides end users of the system with a friendly, graphical interface that supports interactive
browsing,
navigation,
and
querying of the contents of Garlic databases. Unlike existing
interfaces to databases, PESTO allows users to move back
and forth seamlessly between querying and browsing activities. using queries to identify interesting subsets of the database, browsing the subset, querying the content of a setwdued attribute of a Particularly interesting object in the subset, and so on.

In summ,ary, our demo exploits the unique fe:itures of the
PESTO query/browser
to explore and query the unified
object-oriented
view of heterogeneous d:it:i presented by
Garlic. We show tb:it the Garlics ystem is c:ip:ihle of coordinating a broad range of object-oriented,
relation:il and multimedi:i
queries :icross sever:il repositories
with very
different d:ita models and levels of sophistic:ition
in query
processing. We also show PESTO’S seatnless integration of
browsing ,and querying over object-oriented
d:it:i, which
m,akes it [i very n:itural interstice for the Garlic system.
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[n our demo, Garlic integrates dabl from three repositories: a
DB2 Client/Server
datab,ase, wt ObjectStore object-oriented
d:ifxbase from Object Design, Inc., :ind :i QBIC repository [4]
th:it provides query by image content. Queries may involve
one or more repositories. When the query sp:ins multiple
repositories,
Garlic mamiges the processing of the query
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